A Space to Nourish the Soul

Destined to become a favorite on-campus destination for youth and their families to spend time together, the Healing Garden will transform bare grass fields into a wealth of sitting spaces ideal for conversation and contemplation. A looping pathway will offer a safe place to walk and discharge excess energy. The plant and hardscaping enhancements will add visual and sensory appeal while providing privacy so that the once barren space can be occupied by a number of groups or individuals simultaneously without imposing on one another.

Healing Garden domain components:

- Demolishing existing vegetation and grading
- Installing a dry creek bed
- Installing stone slab bridges
- Installing and stabilizing decomposed granite paving
- Planting shrubs and ground covers
- Planting 9 mature trees (24" box)
- Installing edging
- Installing Mega-Arbel pavers
- Installing 3 Benches
- Creating seating areas
- Building an arbor
- Value: $100,000

For more information about this sponsorship opportunity

Contact Doreen Quinn, CEO
760-630-4035 x.403 or email welcomehome@newhavenyfs.org